
Another
fantast;'

Another
o«d«*Wf

iYard man slams
hacker's guide

le publication oT

hacking, which was published
last week. '"No good can come
of anything in this book," said
John Austen, head of Scotland
Yard's computet crime unit.

And Austen would like to

«t legal action taken again st

the publishers of The Hack-
er's Handbook, Century
Communications.

"1 don't believe that it is in

the public buccal (hat it should
be published and if the public

protests I will refer the matter

Prosecutions." he said.

The author of The Hacker's
Handbook, who has assumed

I pseudonym Hugo Cornwall.
apparently a iO- year-old

^ Highgate resident. He argues
|:n:u

of the law, notably
electricity, theft of computet
time and unlicensed usage of
copyright material; every
hacker must decide individual!

v

each instant as it arises," he

Richard Brock bank of Cen-
tury Communications supports
Cornwall and believes the book
has an important contribution
to make to the security of
information. "We feel perfcclly
entitled to publish this book,"
he said. "We hope it will help
tighten security and have a
positive effect. We aren't trying

In the eyes of the law hacking
it generally illegal, but theft of
information is not a criminal
offence. Convictions carry
relatively small penalties.

wanted to keep his identity

secret, commented: "This book
is excellent but very bannahlc.

d be publishable."

And a Scotland Yard spokes-

Brain behind the body)

iou se seen the TV programme.

iicrc'i the software.

Bods Works is Jonathan
Millet's brainchild. Well-
known for his TV appearances
in The Body in Question, and
subsequently for the pop-up
book The Human Body. Dr
Millet has nov "'

o the p * of
home computers as a medium.

Genesis Productions and Five

Ways have collaborated 10

produce this original concept.
Body Works is a combination

bodily functions; digestion,
respiration and circulation.
Nerves, muscles and cells arc

also studied, and user participa-

tion is vital for one game.
Muscle Control, in which the
player must use skill and speed
10 manoeuvre a character.

The program involves the
user in a number of simulations.

In one section you input
information for a character
running the marathon. If the
stress becomes intolerable, the

lifers .

^Convert BASIC
• programs for

1 your machine

Hi-scores, i

jokes, puzzles,
cartoons . . . k
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im ULTIMM SPRIU BtSIGMR PACKAGE

Featuring

• DISPLAY MODE - a b ig „bject. *»
instance a ship in full sail, using all the eight sprites can be

designed easily. All the eight sprites can be viewed together

to give the full view of the ship. Any of the sprites making up

the ship can be edited, scrolled or rotated while the whole

ship is in view.

• OVERLAY MODE _ Up.oei9 h,spri,es

can be overlayed.

* ANIMATION — A really useful feature. A
horse can be taken through its paces from canter to full

gallop.

• SCROLLED
mode.

JjO sprites storage.

In normal or MULTI-COLOUR

•

•

Many useful hints, tips and information about the working

of the video chip in CBM 64.

Easy to incorporate the sprites in your own BASIC or

machine code programmes.

A must for a BEGINNER or PROFESSIONAL programmer.

Ready to use sprites for beginners including a

demonstration programme to show all the features of the

Sprite Machine.

Cassette version £9-95 Disk version £11-95

>^OMiAWno
1...1.A. ... I. , I. ..«, , V , .,. 1..-I .-
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Soapbox
e've seen games b

TV characiers, famous person-
alities and c

Now Genes
Ways

a package which
several selling poinls — famous
name, arcade action and

should guarantee widespread
publicity and. Genesis hopes,
large sales.

Jonathan Miller's game
heads the package, and gives

credibility to a program which
should involve the user to an
unprecedented extent. Rather
'''

e Trivial Pursuits, you can't

il to assimilate facts white

playing.

A full review of the package
appears in this week's HCW,
The professional co-ordinated

approach is commendable, and
it would be pleasant to see a

book and software pack.
Educational software has

always lagged behind, but if

companies are smart enough to
see that education doesn't have

o school, and
produce packages which will

interest all (he family, like Body
Works, then big bucks can be
made and ploughed back into

developing more sophisticated

programs. Lht

BASIC LIVING

SPECIAL FEATURES I I COMMODORE 64 I

:s — BASIC conva

!« / REGULARS

Tynesolt Super Gran cc

I AMSTRAD CPC464 I -

; SPECTRUM J

/ VIC-20

I TI-99/4A

Argus Speclollsl Publications Ltd.

) Golden Square, London WIR3AB. 01-4370626

by Jon Wedge and Jim Barker



Pure gold

1-1.
membership fee is £9.99

plus 7?p postage and packing.

suciii.hiri and hadse. a

. a membership t ard.

... mis on US Cold software.

US Cold merchandise and Gold

US Gold|ame:
'
""

US Gold. Unit 10 Ths Porliwoy
" trial Cenrre, Hentage St.

ighair, 87 JIY

Eye. eye

Bits and bytes

ducing a second serie of Bit-

"n Pieces, a computer
young people beiweer

of 10 and 20.

The series will concc
software for Spectri l. C64,
BBC, Amsirad and A .iri. Tri;

and user-friendly computer

Biis 'n* Pieces nil

semed by DJ Bobby Hain and

J



Nibble at your
micro

Spaced out

•ss:

SMC Supplld. tt Wi
Po-odo. Gf North Rd. Si

'-. I • 'AD

uaccetl e es from 1300
schools around the country. As
pan of ihe first priM the

winning team will attend a
' neb of the spate shuttle at

.... Kcnncdv space centre.

Florida. This is just part of the

rary of a five-day trip

-
. iini i- -.I'mi-ori'd

|

Questions on specific computer
application tasks. The com-
petition is open lo pupils under
the age of 16.

Tony Marline*, Mieroyilec

chairman said: "It provides a
tremendous boost to our hopes
of using the structure of the

competition as a basis of
challenge between British and

CUB National Schools Com-
puter Challenge Competition.

Co Octagon PR, Octagon His.
32 36 Ulila Hoeton La, Bradford



This week we
bring you part
one of a series
in which
Peter Green
shows how fo

moke BASIC
programs run
on a variety
of machines

I
oo

Q

Dyou ever gel Iruslrated

when you're reading

HCW? There's a realty

useful utility, or a program thai

sounds jusl the Ihing lo type in

and play — and it runs on a
BBC Micro, and you've got an
Amstrad. Sighing, you reluc-

tantly turn over the page...

It doesn't have to be that way
as a little effort on your part

can often result in a workable
conversion from one machine
to another. 1 know: I've done
nearly a dozen jobs like this for

a software house. In fact you
can sometimes improve on the

original by making use of any
facilities available on the second
machine.
The object or this series is lo

pass on lips I've picked up so

any competent reader can
attempt successful conversions.

This also includes knowing
when to give up!

This week I'll start off with

I'll

graphics

machines to be covered in detail

are the BBC, Amstrad,
Spectrum, Commodore 64 and
One, hut the ideas will be
equally useful for owners of

Knew your enemy
For a 'standard' language,
BASIC i

of d
ideally, you should

familiar with the BASIC in

which the program is wrillcn

(the source machine) and the

BASIC on your computer (ihe

target machine). The best way is

if you have both manuals:
perhaps you have a friend with

the source machine and can
borrow his. Failing that, you'll

have to rely on the information

possibly be exhaustive, but will

cover the major differences.

Now you can speak the

languages, what are you trying

to say? The second step is to

understand what the program
actually does, which may not be
easy. Can you read a siring of
VDU codes and visualize the

resulting picture on a BBC
Micro? Probably not. Having

program on his machine is very

Otherwise, you'll have to
work through the listing and
make notes on the funclion of

each line. If you're lucky, the

program will be written in

logical blocks (procedures or

subroutines) called from a short
main control loop. In my

listings are badly written. This is

not meant as a slur on you,
gentle readers! — it's simply
that BASIC makes sloppy
programming easv.

HASH was designed to be as

English-like

liitlNl Vim
uhiL-h !,

understand
man with a wooden leg called

Arthur". "What's his other leg

called?" In this example the

problem is causeed by the order

of (he words, and in BASIC the

order is generally the problem
too, which brings us to the

infamous GOTO.

Branching out
There is nothing wrong with the

inclusion of GOTO in BASIC,
despite the ravings of many
learned writers. As I'll show
later, it can be very useful in

stimulating exotic types of
control loop. What's wrong is

that most people are lazy, and

program willy-nilly. If your
source listing exhibits a bad case

of 'spaghetti programming', my
advice is to forget it. A well-

structured program should be
easy, though.
Work through the listing with

a ruler and pen, identifying

program modules and ruling

them off. This is often easiest

on the Beeb, each sub-block
starting with a DEF PROC. On

look for Ihe RETURN state-

War

to sub-divide too far.

Once this is done, it should
be a simple task to tackle the

deciding what they do and
converting them to your target

BASIC. Make notes on the

variables used, the range of
values they can take (if

possible), and what the

represenl: fuel, turn, screen

position, number of gnomes
killed etc.

Many magazines include

tables of variables and how ii

works, as well as hints on
conversion for listings — these

are often sketchy and
incomplete, but save you somi

If you want to tackle ;

conversion without this sort o
analysis, you're a better man
than 1 am, Gunga Duv
You can't get there
from here
I've already mentioned one

Memory size may make i

conversion impossible. For
example, the three screen m " J "'

on the Amstrad are simili

But these hi-rcs rri

of the Bceb's me

large Amstrad 1

graphs- leqiur
y alter the
1 iwhich may

Conversions to and fiom rJ

CM are generally to be avoided

unless the program makes
minimal use of sound and hi-re

-

graphics (or you're
masochist). This is because th

64 is a machine code program-
mer's computer: it's BASIC is

positively Stone Age with all the

useful facilities accessed f

PEEKs and POKEs to obscure
memory locations. Something
like a noughts and en
program, where most oi

listings is the 'thinking' rout

and you can easily write ,

.

own display section, should be

OK.
Any BASIC listing that u

CAI.Ls lo bits of machine ci

is generally a no-no. Often
code is a ROM routine t!

D rhc target machine,

for example), and the

processor, and the code is easily

relocatable, and you know what
you're doing, then you can

"

a go. In short, forget it.

In the next part, I'll discuss

how to put any loop strut

on any machine, and look at



Keep your eyes
skinned for

Super Gran
and you could win
sweatshirts, and
games for nine

different machines

£
CO =
eg

o <
eg

o

This week we are offering
(ini the chance 10 mm a

superstar. There arc
prizes for 100 readers who will

each win the latest release from
Tynesofl — Super Gran.
The game is based on ihe

unlikely star. Accidentally hit

by a super- ray machine an
ordinary grannie became the

M.-piuagciitfrian supcrbeing.

The aim of [he game is 10

defcai the Scunner, Super
Gran's arch enemy. There are

eight different screens in which

.' -k.ivJ ilu h,likl\

ina rescue the cat.

The game is due for release

>ti April 2. Speclrum. C64, CI6

.variable on rhai dale, followed

ly five other version- for IlliC .

Electron, Atari, MSX and
n afterwards.

first prize, the first

correct answers out of Ihe hi
— probably ihe ediior's, r

head is big enough — will al

receive a sweatshin feaiurii

Super Gran herself.

In order to win this game
.

need lo have eagle eyes as sharp

at Super Gran's. Siudy the two
photographs laken from iht

series. There are a number of
differences between Ihem. All

you have to do is circle the

differences on Lhe enlry coupoi

found. Fill in the entry coupor
and seal it in an envelope. Wrin
the number of differences

clearly on the back of

I'osl your entry to: Super
Gran Competition, Home
Computing Weekly, No. I

Golden Square. London WIR
3AB. Entries must arrive by
first post on 'Friday 12th April,

1983.

You may enter as many times
as you wish, but each entry
must be on an official enlry
coupon — not a copy — and
sealed in a separate envelope.

Impiirlanl: please follow care-

fully the guidelines on entering
— incomplete coupons and

-" ;

'h no number' mi the

ot be considered. IT

j— _. .. winner. Ihe coupon
will be used as a label to send
your prize, so clear writing is

essential.

back c



In [he I

Thai

SOFTWARE
Week Ending March 12, 1985

A **
\%\\v

Up and Coming
Very little change in the chart

week and no new cntr:

lop20alall. Only Hi uce lee

H back to disturb il

ik'lic iliL'ru art

. Lintrak! Isle

33 and Rocket
Ho the number

for 23 weeks non and. believe

the longest

^lMiiL- number.
co lade is shared by

.. [iKiiball MiiiiaaiT.

Mishi Path 737. Beach Head
d Daley Thompson's Deeath-
i. All or these games have

en in the top 50 for 25 weeks

4 Ghost blister*

!

r> Oil
yjspW

BBC

IspteH

.:

:~"



BLULI\tJUb i tKb
BLOCKBUSTERS

TV's popular programme atti

"A surprisingly addictive family gai

CRASH MICRO MAGAZINE
me number one in the personal computer

s as well! Blockbusters is 'edutainment'

e highest level for all the family, providing

feet introduction to the home computer.

Two players pit their wits against each

and the clock in a game which tests

al agility and general knowledge - it's

ng. educational and intense with an

^Macsen Software. GBA Limited, 17 Nott

|
Square, Carmarthen. Dyfed, SA3 1PQ. |

Please send me a Blockbusters programme for my '

| BBC-B ELECTRON G SPECTRUM 48K
.

,
COMMODORE 64 Q {Tick appropriate box)

al as wide as the micro itself.

f you've got a computer in the family
| my ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD, number |

n't, it's worth getting one just to play

(busters! Now available from High Street
|

=™i™Ho -

<ists or direct from Macsen Software -

<iufc
theuli

&!VP CHALLI

MATE MK
ENGE! W

MACSEN A A MACSEN A
EHIEZllJ EfljEll

B
CENTRAL

C
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Body Works
Despite [he fact [hat [he

publishers. Genesis Produc-

markcted as an educational

package, Body Works is, none-
theless, one of the heller

educational programs 1 have

includes [wo casseites (with five

programs), an introductory
manual and wallcharl of the

muscles (among others), and
these are introduced in the clear

and concise manual and then

illustrated by the accompanying
programs. The chapter on cells.

graphical representations of
ihese cells, as well as animated
sequences showing the passage
of dmmicLils into and out of the

The graphics throughout the

programs are nicely designed,

and make good use of colour to

differentiate between different

a long way to holding the user's

rather dull graphics in a lot of
educational software.

What's more, instead of
simplv Hashing reams of facts

onto the TV screen. Body
Works also includes a number
ol game!, simulations which
depici bodily process in action

and allow the user a degree of
interaction with the programs at

the same time as soaking in the

facts. One of these games, in

which you control the muscles

buttons, 1 found
and playable).

All in all. Body Works is well

produced and programmed,
and an indication of what
educational software can — and
should — be. c.J.

Price: £14,95

Genesis Productions

30 Gt Portland St,

'SPECTRUM «t»,

lode Runner
litis

^reai hit in

inc states, so it would be a

surprise if it wasn't good. But
don't worry, it deserves its

'

'_'

reputation, though it docs have

a few weaknesses.

It isn't a startlingly original

game, but just another va
'

of the plat forms-an d-ladders

theme. You have to guide your

little man around (he si

collecting gold bars and dig. _
holes to trap the guards in. The
graphics are nothing to !...

home about and the sound
effects ate distinctly average.

number of screens you hav
play with — a staggering 15

and the inclusion of a g

[Jesignmii .i screen and saving

it on disc, is made very easy for

you — but designing a playable

into producinj

The edit mode which you use

to design screens also enables

you to seleci any of the original

screens, though you can't

register a high score unless you
li Hie firs! ..

I. You
can speed up or slow down the

game too, and there are cheat

keys which jive you i

or let you skip levels — these

also invalidate high scores.

With all these options to

with, it's certainly good v

for money. M.N.

Price: £12.95

'C64 *i-

1- COM I'l.'[[*(. WI"I:K[_Y 26 March I9H5



Heroes of Karn
Converted from another
computer, [his clonebuggy
conies with some very pretty

pictures, and the dullest text

Usyoui of all lime.

No account has been taken

of the Amstrad window com-
mands which would do a great

deal to liven up a mainly textual

display.
- - default

S the o i 26

colours are completely unused.

adventure programs, it is alsc

practically a deaf mute. Sc
much of the valuable RAM ha;

by
aloe Lit

im sophisticated and outdated.

Monos yl! a bi c comm u n i cat ion

and an apparently small
vocabulary mate painfully slow

progress inevitable. The sound
commands are grossly neglec-

ted. The potential here for

adventure programs is enor-

mous, since storyline continuity

and dramatic content would
gain much from the 8912 sound

for

storm-swept pebbled beach
iith gulls squawking overhead
v.- all accessible, and in full

tcreo loo for complete realism.

The usual verb/noun inputs

re used in this urogram and the

d for future

Your mission is to release

from captivity the four heroes

of Karn. namely Beren the

mighty, Istar the wise, Khadim
the dwarf and Haldir the Elf-

looking for another foray ir

theunknown. D.

Price: £5

Address: Linden Hot.

Green, Tadley, Hams /^l

you never seem to reach them.
At regular intervals, pairs of

pylons approach you. You
fly lite

Contact with either

After you've passed through
a number of gales, enemy space
ships come at you. You must
destroy these ships as well

as pass through the gates. The
next wave comprises bouncing

The final phase involves

flying through space killing

names, culminating with the

mothership. It"s then Ijack to

I he beginning with thing* a hlilc

nastier. The variation between
difficult v levels is small apart

from a different colour screen.

The ship has limited fuel so (o

keep going you must gain ships
|i> completing screens or killing

nasties — I think.

The graphics are excellent

with use of shadow to give a

3-D effect and smooth move-
ment. Sound is minimal and
generally uninspired.

Since this was a preview

copy. 1 had no instructions

to help me. Hence my vague

comments. Overall this is an
e.iircmely tedious game which

really didn't seem to get

anywhere. After three screens,

the play was hardly any tougher
i

I lie). A.W.

Price: £9.95

Publisher: US Gold

Address: Unit 10, Parkway Ind

Centre, Heneage St, Birming-
ham B7 4LY m

Jam min'

From my first sight of the first

screen I sai boh upright — the

display being different to any
other I have seen.

Moving walkways criss-cross

the screen and there are 20 of

them to tackle... well there

would be if Ihc publishers had

put more than minimal effort

into their quality control.

the style of a Dutch

ri the

. . The first time I got to this

stage the game just locked up.

Rankin' Rodney was petrified.

I had found a Bug,
Another attempt caused

black squares to appear on the

display, with odd black pixels

peeping through the paper

colour. Nothing if not tena-

cious, I tried again, this lime a

full reset was imated... ready.

Had the screens run in ihe

more usual way from I to 20 1

may never have discovered ihis

garbage. It concerns me io

think that you would have

frightening

Price: £8.90

Publisher: Tasksel

Address: 13 High S

Flipped

Hooked

I ^1

<fi

Yawning

\

a
Comatose

UDMI- CiiMI'l VI V.. ttl l-kli It, VI



Originally writ ten for another
popular micro, this program is

a doncbuggy. I[ has been
quickly Iran slated from one

advantage has been made of the

enhanced graphic and sound
capabilities or [he Amstrad.
Even the text on screen is

annoyingly off centre,
obviously not written for this

particular screen co-ordinal ion.

As its name suggests, you are

ihe Capiain of a County Cricket

team. All 17 County teams arc

on offer and you may choose to

Captain any one or them.
A flashing 'gamble' feature is

incorporated, which represents

batting and bowling order is of

your own choosing. You are

playing a one day match that

lasts for up to twenty overs, but

with only three balls per over!

Changes in the positions of

the fielders is offered — but

only briefly — here again thai

clonebuggy rears its ugly head,

the Amstrad whips through Ihe

delay loop faster than you can

thin!

Though

inlay, these are adequately
provided on the screen. What is

missing from the visual image

Price: £6.50

nson Computing

Iress: 77 Chorley Road,
ngton, Chorley. L

aaasT

.Issln' Kousfns
Well, y'all expectin

-

some good
dl' fashion Southern Comfort
from this one? You might al

The cassette inlay gives you
some idea of what lo expect.

There is a background which
scrolls across when you've

completed your journey from
left to right and the essential

information concerning lives

You have to jump over

clashing dustbins, letter boxes

and various other obstacles

rather like Hunchback but

against a more modest ba<.k

ground. Instead of the cast.t

includes a zoo and a two On
Micro shop. As you make pto
gress the obstacles become mote

you from your purpose

screen. A further difficulty is

added by a gradually descend-
ing bomber, just to complicate

up to expectations and is not

ing or ingenious enough 10 be
addictive.

A musical background is pro-

vided with ihe option of
switching it off. There is also an

option to use the First Byte

Joystick Interface for ihe

Electron user, otherwise ihe

keyboard controls are perfectly

adequate.

jumping and shooting to avoid

danger ihen you may like this

especially as the price seems

Price: £4.95
Publisher: English Software

Address: Box 43. Manchestt

M6D 3AD

«&£-

Help*
User. HELP is nigh,

throw your User Guide away.

Cone are the hours of searching

l hrough well thumbed, tatty

pages looking for forgotton

syntax and operating system
On

information one can squash
to an 8K eprom. However, the

writers of this chip, using

sophisticated compression tech-

niques, have managed lo cram a
remarkable 13,000 characters of
inl'orriuliun into it.

HELP gives instant informa-
tion on of the topics to be
found in ihe liter Guide and by

axle help I

program development i

HF'l P lo*

BASIC keywords sound
coloui teletext

VDL commands FX calls

GCOL screen modes
memory usage i'ACL M IMEM
One omission is information

about the fcNVhLOPh com-
mand, but this is deliberate

because any worth-while
information about this complex
topic would have used up most
of the available space.

The utility can be entered at

any time during the develop-

ment of a program by lyping

*H< topic > ( RETURN ) .

,fter which "LIST will return

the it: c :n-in:i;u

Interrogation of HELP can
be by subject which gives all Ihe

information relating to that

topic or the information can be
specific t>> calling

for

-topic
( RETURN
Another facility included in

this ROM is a string search

This facility is enabled by the

command *H ® < siring )

(RETURN) which displays

specific occurrences of the

For example, lo find oui all

Ihe information relating to

PRINT, Ihe command *H@
PRINT (RETURN) would
be given and all sub-topics

which have anv reference 10

PRINT would
Hoi of
PRINTER or PRINTED won

( RETURN > is given, ihe

difference being ihe full stop

afler the string. For example.

H ©PRINT. ( RETURN >

PRINT. PRINTER. PRINT-
ED. However. *H ©TEXT,
will not Tind TELETEXT.
HELP not only gives direcl

information aboul a particular

lopic but also lisls all the related

information. For example, if

•H DATA is enlered, informa-

tion on RESTORE and READ
will be listed as well as

information aboul DATA
itself.

HELP can be enlered in any
mode but Mode 7 gives ihe besi

screen display. The information

is colour coded; topics in yellow

and all other text in cyan.

The package comes aiirac-

lively boxed and includes an
operaling manual with full

fitting instructions. J.D.

Price: £25

iiomi: c
,oMi'iniis'G vvi-kki.y :ftM



Arrow Plus

With [he 64's slow loading and
saving to cassette, we have seen

the development of a variety of
fast or Turbo loading systems.

These are handy if you buy
games to play but arc of no
practical value lo people who
want 10 develop large programs
''

only a cassette drive. Enter

w Plus. This program,
amongst many other things,

enables you to save and load

programs at 1541 speed as easily

as normal SAVE and LOAD.
The cartridge is inserted into

the user port and is active when
you switch on. All commands
are single letters prefixed by
"". Four fundemenial com-
mands are supplied for the

SAVEing, LOADing, VERIFY-
ing and APPENDing of BASIC

rams at 3600 baud (about
l times faster than normal).

There are also commands for

the SAVEing, LOADing and
VERlFYing of blocks of
machine code. The commands
perform in the same manner as

their BASIC counterparts
Except you are given the size of

;hc code handled. To complete

[he suite of commands there are

pptions for tape positioning and
;xlra long headers.

1 performed a simple bench
mark test to check the system

Arrow Plus takes 43

seconds to load a 16K program
compared to 45 seconds using a

1541 and five minutes 30
seconds using BASIC.

In addition to the speed

facilities, there are a number of
other useful facilities. First

conversion. For machine c

memory move and compare

The Final section is a two pass

assembler. This performs
exactly as expected allowing the

use of labels and the normal
pseudo op-codes. Assembly is

combined with the speed save,

will enable the assembly of large

cassette.

assembler creates a source code
complete with labels from any
object code. You can then

modify the source code and

In spite of the fairly

cost, this is a highly useful and
powerful package which will be

a life saver lo those who cannot
afford a 1541. A.W.

Price: £44

Publisher: Stack Computet

Paviov 48K Spectrum
Foolproof Software, Battersea

London
Pavlov may be viewed as a

game or as a utility. It is named
afler the Russian psychologist

Pavolov. who was famous for

his animal experiments. The
cassette inlay explains the prin-

ciples: "Use the Power of

ultrasonics lo bring your pets

under software control," it

The program uses the Spect-

piercing tones, barks and

animals. By modulating the

signal, using principles dis-

covered by Pavlov, it is possible

to give commands to pets and
pests at a range of up to 30

The cassette inlay suggests a

number of uses for the program.

These included pacifying fierce

dogs, stunning fleas and clear-

ing a lawn of moles. A complete

sub-menu for the remoie
control of bals is included.

Complex aclions, such as

worming, may be performed by
combining groups of simpler

The program is said to be

compatible with cats, dogs,

uncxpanded mice and standard

moles. We tested it on a range

of moles and the neighbour's

cat. The principle seemed
effective, in that we were able lo

propel the animals away from
the computer at various speeds,

bul we had trouble persuading

ihem to return using ihe

We found a few bugs while

testing the package, but
managed to C

using the "
iiiciii; up"

1 Of I

piayed with stones on a 13 x 13

grid, based upon i

territory and capturing enemy
slones. It is a powerful program
for either one or two players.

pl„. ihe

plays against itself.

The program will only accepl

legal moves so beginners c

experiment arid let the progri

teach Ihcm how to play.

Players start with a blank

grid and take il in turns lo place

markers at Ihe points where the

grid lines intersect : ihe main

territory as possible ami then to

capture enemy markers, or

groups, by surrounding llicm.

joined together along the lines

be captured when an opposing
marker is placed on the group's

last liberty point. Liberties are

Ihe adjacent intersections to a

single or group of markers.

Markers cannot be joined
across diagonals to fo

groups.

This is a fascinating ;

difficult game with many m
intricacies than I have been able

Is hisilli;.
I

program or jusl that the game
refused to play with such a~
idiot. J.H.D.

Price: £9.95 disc

Publisher: Acornsoft

J. Cambridge C82 1LQ
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strolling map. wargamc
. You c mrol a lank

tl ihc task or
ing supply dumps inmi Ihc

fmy. the action takes place

a jmip of i^iLiTnlv., ami you
* Ihc proceedings from
>ve. The map or Ihc islands is

much larger lhan ihc screen and
l scrolls in any of Ihc four

is required.

The upply dumps
depiutil by small grey

angles and they arc reco

by driving your lank over ihem.

iptors which fire homing
:les. There are even homing

fireballs which emerge from
holes in Ihe ground and pursue

lhe olher a full applications

program.
Newcomers lo aslronomy will

course before delving into the

complexities inherent within ihc

main program.
Only one part of ihe learning

process requires using the
software. This concentrates on
[he student's ability to recognise

Ihe principal cons [dial ions.
Requiring considerable con-

meihod of instruction and
practice followed by testing and
revision is used throughout.

Contained within ihe 50-page
iiial arc further

Though beneficial, it is not

obligatory lo tackle the learning

course prior lo using the main
application program.

This part of the software is

program. All the approprialc

may be scrolled through a

window at ihe bottom of Ihe

screen display.

Occupying about two-thirds

of Ihe screen area is Ihe star

window. Through this, views of

Ihc star formations for any pan
of ihe sky. as seen from any
earthy position are available.

Provision is made for a series

of views and a variely of

magnitudes. Vital statistics

relevant lo the 300 brightest

stars are listed within the

iful hook by Ray-
mond Briggs is now a computer
game. However ihey share little

central ideal of creating a snow-
man. The game owes much lo

the current trend for running up
and down ladders and avoiding

if you can accept thai, [his

or two things to make ii stand

out from ihe crowd Firstly it is

well drawn using this com-
puter's colours fully as well as

s the

i by l 1 did r

difficulty in controlling the
character U'inR either joystick

or cursor keys you have to take

great care on ladders as

dropping off puts you to sleep.

The game involves running

avoiding the flames which will

of course melt it Taking the

snow you have to drop it in

place and sec the snowman
being bum up later screens

add scarf, eyes, mouth and so
on. There are sleep monsien

m spue of the difficulties

managed the third screen before
being senl lo bed by my wife.

Address; Carl ion Lodge.
Carbon Cres. Southampton,
Hams SOI 2EJ

This game prove:

a puzzle. The
burbles on about you being an
explorer of unknown Ian

'

the past whilst the game is

of a shoot -ci ti -up scenario

The screen gives a view from
behind your ship — a leepcr —
whilst the landscape move:
towards you The feeling of
motion is given by coloured
hands which move down the

screen. The landscape is lillcred

wuh weird walls which you
negotiate.

ire ..

i of i

e delivered i

ins. Most ol ihc

ime degree of
d your ship w"

eiposure The level i

l.i.v I.. ...-ing crystals or by

sh-.ps appear

Graphical!)

force with

n. Shad

Ihe effect and everything aa/.c:

class. Sound on the other hant

Notwithstanding the quality

graphics, [he game seemed l<

lack ihat special gripping

element Ii was fun to play
'

not enthralling. Another di

back «as Ihc lack of turbo !

I'm surprised lhal Aclivi

doesn't use one on all its games.
At Ihe pi ice. rather loo expen-
sive and only a little better lhan

Price: £9.99

Address: 15 Harlcy Hsc.
Marylebone Kd, Rcgem Park.

London NW1 5HE

w
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Booga-Boo (The Flea)

This game makes a refreshing

change from the usual running

id down ladders.

j arc a flea who lall. M!lit

m of some son of pit. The
undergrowth is lush and colour-

ful bul comains dangerous
elements. Jumping to ihe left

and the tight you have to climb

back up to the lop and find a

concealed exit to return to the

plant surface. Your jumps are

controlled by holdling down a
' watching '

sslhebt ii of the

!

repeated jumps.
Careless jumping can land

you in the grips of a flea-eating
' " - amazing how ii chews

you up — a treat for the more
blood-thirsty player! There is

also a flying dragon which can

slop your progress. One touch

The whole scene, including

the animated characters, is

drawn in fantastic detail. The
lurid colours of the ledges and

n of the undi

lend it

a horrific touch ol

it there are drawbacks.

Firstly it is a difficult game to

master. The annoying thing is

thai as you gel killed you resian

by hopping about at the lop and
fall down automatically. This

o long when you
simply want to get on with the

Secondly, the !

tend to jump about as you hop
up or fall down. The whole vie*

'I scrolls around you. This

seemed to me quite a new it

couldn't reach the top and
iment on what happens
:. Marvellous graphics and,

if you're willing to persevere

through the scrolling
"

M.I'.

delightful

play. The unblushing feminist

viewpoint makes the going

decidedly original

.

Female intuition and ihe

capacity to understand Ihe

overtly female thought process

are a distinct advantage.

Distraught at having been
parted in a plane crash from her

darling Arnold Blackwood, our
heroine has to extricate herself

from the interior or an extinct

volcano.

After surmounting this initial

hurdle the projected journey

causes Angelique to squelch

through swamps, cling to a

desert and creep

through a ghost tow

A heterogeneous

of articles needs to be collected

en route lo Cairo, where the

presented in mode 1. makes for

easy reading. The very
descriptive dialogue intensifies

Ihe imaginative

Ad' > will si

all through Angelique'

having a marginal advantage on
hniL-li male chauvinists.

The spirited challenge of I his

adventure generaies lots of

laughter throughout the

festival of entertainment.

Asking for assistance by
pressing the Help key often

humorous than helpful, all

Although Ihe game con be

annoyingly at

prcven
D.ll

Price: 6.50

Address: 10. Carlo* Rd. Ring-

stead. Kettering, Northanls

Snouf of Spout
I racked my brains for hours

trying to think where 1 had seen

Ihe central character of this

scenario, and I'm fairly sure

that he firsl appeared in one of

the Beatles' films. Either way.

Snout of Spout is well named,
possessing as he does Ihe kind

of hooter of which fog horns

are made.
All you have to do is guide

him safely through an Oggi

orchard — Oggi sound as

though they are more at home
at a Max Boyce concerl —
ensuring that Snout is noi

caught by the Weavils, which

could well be more painful thai

it sounds.
Under your guidance he can

climb ladders or slide down
poles, and once he has collected

all the Oggi in any one orchard

before the timer runs out he can

pass into the. Drabes caverns.

Here you musl help him to

survive against increasing odds,

avoiding pouncing spiders and
Drabes' bombs. If he is caught

by the Weavils, he loses a life

and must be reborn by a painful

injection of serum — it says

There are two skill levels,

relating to the number of

creatures to be encountered,
and there is the generally

pointless but often seen Hall of

Fame for those scoring greater

than 999 points. Despite the

fact that keyboard scans are"
"

debounccd, leading all

easily lo falling through me
this is actually quite
inlercsting game, if you like (his

kind of thing.

This needs Extended BASIC
and has a joystick option. P.B.

Price: £7.95

Publisher: Intrigue Software

Rd, Ten-

playim- trie- cvcclk'nl Strip

-, 1 never believed that

er Poker program would
st me. How wrong I was.

This game doesn't have stick hi-

r ways. You play a hand
six characters from the

west era, each with 1000
dollars. The game is simple

draw Poker with no wild cards,

ach pi aver takes it in turn to

eal.

After the preliminary rounds
f betting, you can exchange up
i three cards before the final

etting. For beginners, help on
ach hand is available. First,

you can ask the barmaid, Moll,

ier advice. Second, the

ine will son your hand

of speed

options. Whilsl this helps move
things along, you must select

ihe -.peeil each hand.
The use of graphics is simple

but effective. The cards are

displayed using the basic

Commodore characters but

look quite acceptable. As the

players bid, their comments are

displayed on screen. Most are

amusing and certainly are

displayed on screen. Most are

amusing and certainly add to

the flavour. Probably the main
fault is the sluggish behaviour

during the dealing process, after

formidable. They bluff
effectively and it's difficult i<

decide what they're holding. 11

you play ihis game, however, 1

suggest you reserve an entire

evening. Overall, great fun and

nvaders. M.W.

Priee: £5.95

Publisher: Duckwonh

Address: The Piano Factory, 43

Gloucester Crescent, London
NW1 7DY
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> always the case wilh

Jtikes, the software
ed is of paramount

importance, and fortunately.

Ihc software which accompanies
Ihc tracker bail can be used in

several ways: to substitute the

. in programs such ,h

Wordwise or as a joystick

I for s

achieved with the Tracker Ball...

iffcrcnt ways. Firstly, there at

defined i

The arli
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slrelch, or enlarge your designs

o produce unusual effeels.

All of the BBC's graphics

modes are supported, each one
having it's normal restrictions

regarding [he number of
colours available. The drawing

standard: circles, squares,
triangles, lines, fill shapes, etc.

The only fancy routines are the

airbrush method of applying

colour, which is very good, and
" '

, which involves writing

o screen. The text appears

lil off into the background,
giving a 3D effect.

The character de finer was
somewhat less impressive. One
notable bug was the failure of
the program to flush the

keyboard buffer. By holding

t the T key for a few

rids — T being the

character— the computer spent

(he next five minutes drawing
and re-drawing the character in

different ways. A minor fault

but irritating. There were other

such niggles associated with the

art program.
The Tracker Ball is a very

sturdy device and with a little

more polish on the software

side would be a worthwhile

purchase. J.R.

Price: £57.50

Manufacturer: Marconi Elec-

Address: Carho
LN1 ISG

me Rd, Lincoln

J"TT»M ITi^
*2u

H Lr W

Touch Pad
ana is well known as a
ucer of high qiralit\ disc

:s. I was therefore miertsi-

) find oul whether rhi- ftr-,1

lire into the world of
graphic input devices would
reflect it's pedigree.

te Cumana Touch Pad.
decked out in BBC cream,
resembles a 1 i x 17 cm wedge of
cheesed. Installation of the

device couldn't be easier: one
lead into the RS423 socket, a

second on to the Beeb's power
supply socket for the disc

plug

socket, allowing both touch pad
and drives to be connected
simultaneously.

Cumana describes the touch
pad as a graphic input device

which may also be used as a
flexible numeric keypad,
however software has only been
provided for the former utility.

The software is provided on
cassette and consists of three

programs. HELP is a Tile which
describes the different drawing

modes. PAD is the program I genrly

which allows the touch pad to

jc used as a design tool. Finally

M have PRINT: this program
will load previously stored

designs and produce a shaded

dump on any Epson-compatible

The design program PAD
|

ses MODE1, giving a
resolution display and the

of four colours. Ten drawing
|
selected in the s;

modes are available: these are

displayed down the left hand
side of the screen.

To select a drawing mode you

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 26 Marcl



strokes. Shape filling is the firsi

of the software's limitations.

Only rectangles and circles can
be filled, and ihere is no facility

to fill any irregular shapes.
Secondly, brush strokes may
only be of one thickness, and

The accompanying manual
describes the format of the

information required and
transmitted by the pad.

programming the pad your
The Cumana touch pad

very compact and professi

piece of equipment, bt
prrci I.e.' of 170 1 would
look at the AMX mouse
parting wiLh your money

Getmore out ofyourBBC Microwiththe
NewMarconiRB2Tracker Ball

Marconi's new Tracker Ball is superior toeithei

orporates

t experience in

making Tri

Traffic Control and professional

equipments which demand

It's perfect, whether your m
hobby, an educational to<

"

:ost CAD/CAM apphc;
word processing andgan

e needs no regular cleaning.

If you're a Commodore or
' rum user don't despair.There
e a Marconi Tracker Ball lor

coming out in the Spring.

For full details please
plete the coupon.
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This week
Spectrum games
come under the
microscope.
Our expert
gives his

Informed opinion

Uj

OU
00

00

1984 was liit year lhat the

pundits vnd Mould see the

demise of ihe Specirum! Ii

Clivc denied he was bringing

out a Spectrum with a decent

keyboard (perhaps he Has
telling ihe Irulh alter all, have

your Spectrum + keys fallen

out yet?).

The mosl remarkable thing

has been the volume of software

much loftier thoughts than the

humble Sped rum, have reached

into Iheir cupboards for the

conversion kit in an aitem pi to

jump on the Spectral Band-
wagon and print some money.
Sadly, most of them did

for ZSO
programmers than for
Sped rum Tans.

None the less, all those
money saving hardware dodges

mags two years ago, have fallen

by the wayside in the face of
some stunning work by really

clever programmers dedicaled

to the machine.

the

strongest com
"The Qucsl for the Holy Grail

from Dream Software, featur-

ing as it did a preponderance of
sKmv green nasal substances.

and lunatics wielding VIC-20s
in anger.

Mod Original

The mi'si original award goes in

Deus Em Machina from Auto-
mania; thought provoking, and
trail blazing, with its accom-
panying audio track, proving as

it docs that games aren't all

abou i zapping, ard that a Casio
kcyboaid mijihl lend lo ,i jircal

•vinphnin (one day). Eat your
heart out Vangclis. Mel
Croucher rules!

Ilcsi I lilils

Oasi- Soinii

it for tl Best t
Lightning,

the amazingly complete, but
complcv giaphic games wriiiug

suite. Seconrl for the Most
Amazingly Complex Program
award. (Did anyone write a
whole game using it yet?)

Special Award
A special award from the Guild
of Joystick and Keyboard
Manufacturers goes lo Daley

Daley is reported as making a

substantial contribution to

medical research in Ihe field of
joystick wrist!

Platforms and Levels

A controversial winner in the

best platforms and levels

section is Frank N Stein from
PSS. one of the most neglected

games of the year, good
graphically, you need ihoughi

to play it. See it, if you haven't

already.

Best Graphics

Best graphics is a crowded
category. Hill-Macgibbon must

feature stronglv wilh Rally

Driver. Yacht Race, and Run
for Gold written by Fiveways,

Pyjamarama from Mikro-Gen,
which lacks originality of
concept. Hill Macgibbon also

deserves great credit for giving

all Spectrum owners the

excellent games to Microdrive,

instead of struggling wilh back-

BigfieM Hype
Biggest Hype of the Year is

similarly strongly contested.

A.T.R.A.M. (Advanced Tactic-

al Reconaissancc and Attack

Mission) comes in the biggest

package of the

Sped rums and

playing it, such is

woah

Num

feeling a distincl pain in the

wallet from ils £19, «5 price tag

loo! Meanwhile, over at Acli-

convcrsations from the CBM
64. Pitfall 11, Beamrider, and
Ghost busters take Ihe biscuit.

Space Game
To be fair lo Act i vision, the

recent Space Shuttle simulator

is excel lent, beaten only by
Braxi Bluff from Micromega as

the space game of the year.

Braxx features excellent sound,

storyline and graphics, with

enough lo do lo keep you
hooked for a very io

North, South, East or West,

and Havoc from Dynavis
which flickers, crashes.

time low in aircraft' missile

1984 also saw the release of

multitudes of adventure games.

Not being a masocliisi makes it

difficult io pronounce. Certain-

ly, the most enjoyed was Blade
the Warrior from Cable, by the

:

look of it, written with the

Quill. The prize for the best

graphics should go to the Quest-
probe series featuring The
Hulk, and Spiderman. At least

it gives you something good tc

look at whilst failing miscrablyl

Ben game of the year i

iiiuijliic, bin linallycomi

which deserve an award in the

graphics department, but arc

also distinguished by t'
-'-

-ophiMicaiion. Hclicoplers

i i be n .ill

bought Tor Christmas. For me,
ihe pick of the bunch is Cyclone
from Vortex, featuring superb
shadow graphics, good sound,

compelling plot, and tricky

handling. It's a game 1 return to

lime after time. Narrowly
beating it is Match Day from
Ocean. I know Ihere have been
other soccer games for ihe

Spccirum. bui the quality of the

Match Day graphics, and Ihe

sophistication of the player

controls leave olhers slanding.

Mind you. a lot a practice is

needed to become really adept.

Finally.

being worst program
emphaiically to Webco's Words
and L tliers. an educational

offering. Not only does it crash

with Microdrives connected,

but features spelling ;

grammatical errors, in the ar

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 2fi !

Special Award

es io a program
released In 1983, bui which is

destined lo be discovered by a
whole hosl of new Microdrive
owners after Christi
Tasword Two: The Word
Processor opens up a whole ni

i (he Specirum. ai

ar for Specirum
t 1 guess that the

;ome! D.M.



Here's the last part of David Ellis' series on RSX words
for the Amstrad. Now you should bo totally fluent

m
of your graphic!

SOX {listing IS)

BOX will draw squares
rectangles in whatever PEN
colour is required. The s

of BOX is:

ith the line drawing words,
the Pen number (or colour) is

oplional and can be omitted if

no change ofcolour is required.
The height of the box is drawn

'ie assumption of a vertical

lution of 400 pixels
although the actual resolution i

*"0. To draw a red square of
pixels, although the actual

lohjiioii is2(». Todrawared
uare of IfX) pixels sb

: . 3 . 100 , 100

e bottom left hand cor
of the box will be at the curr
cursor position, which will

i

Iter once the box has bt_..

rawn. Rectangles of any width
nd height can be created
ccordingly — especially useful

for bar charts. The following

MODE0: HEIGHT = 390
: col = e
WIDE - 630 : WHILE

WIDE <0
IBOX.COL.WIDE.
HEIGHT

40 COL = COL + ] :

WIDE - WIDE - 8 :

HEIGHT - HEIGHT -4
MOVER 4,2 : WEND

Ther little

SOLID listing 16)

e BOX which draws the
e of ret tangles, SOLID,

rectangle

The parameters lake the si

form as for BOX. The rr

difference lies with the cut
position. The othir words

graphics cursor. SOLID m
be drawn from the current
ORIGIN position,

have used any other drawing
commands then remember
set the ORIGIN to the positi

where the SOLID is to
drawn. Once the SOLID I

been drawn, the curre
ORIGIN will be one line aba
the top lefl hand corner of the
solid drawn. Further solids

could then be drawn from Ihis

pushiiin without the

reselling the ORIGIN. For
example

PEN value in line 30 had
milled you wouldn'l see the

triangle even though it hat!

Specifying the Pen nu
200 limes in ihe loop is not good
praciice, so the new wor

'

COLOR has been made (listir

17). The syntax of COLOR is

ICOLOR , PEN Number

10 MODE 2 : ORIGIN 300.0 :

'COLOR, 1

20 FOR X = 1 TO 100
30 ISOLID.X.I

i NEXT

The colour is set in line 10 once
only, resulting in a slight

increase of speed (it all helps!).

One problem with SOLID is

that the user ORIGIN is diffi-

yellow solid. Now iry:

ISOLID.13,100,50

This will draw a 100 by 50 green
solid from the top left position
of the yellow solid. Finally try:

ISOLID.14,10,100

This will draw a flashing blue/
yellow 'pole' on top of the
green solid. Good use can be
made by Ihis ORIGIN
movement to draw different

30 ISOLID.I.X.I :NEXT

The PEN has been set to 1

(brighi yellow in mode 2), as the
current plotting colour (if you
ran the previous program) is set

to 0. Why? The last PEN used
in mode was 14, Mode 2 can
only have two Pens — 9 and 1

.

The current PEN is masked to
bring u within range for the
present mode — hence 14 is

masked and becomes 0. which is

the background colour. Any-
thing drawn in background
colour is 'invisible', so if the

id's BASIC does

the value of ORIGIN —
XPOS and YPOS which r
the graphics cursor posi

r ORIGIN car

obtained from machine coi

CALLing &BBCC in

jumpblock, which returns
the X co-ordinate in the DE
register, and the V co-ordinate
- the HL register. However,

r a change 1 shall use a
BASIC routine to gel at these

The X co-ordinaie is held ii

lemory at 45864/45865, and
the Y co-ordinate at 45866/
45867. Two FUNctions ca
DEFined lo return these va

10 DEF FN XORG - PEEK
<45865)*256 + PEEK
(45864)

20 DEF FN YORG = PEEK
<45867)*256 + PEEK
(45866)

Noie that unlike n
BASICS the funtions do
require an argument in brackets

The X and Y ORIGINS are i

returned by FN XORG and FN
YORG. These can be used

'
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In the third part of our Spectrum
series Colin Wlltan-Davies looks at
some more aspects of Spectrum
BASIC

press the B key,

keyword BORDER will appear
on ihe screen. Now press 2 and
ENTER (in future, lei's save
words by saying 'Enter 2'), and
[he edge or border of the screen
will lurn red. The BORDER I

command will turn ii red. If you
look al Ihc top row of keys on a
Spectrum, you will see Ihe

names of their associated
colours above them, al any rate

above keys to 7. The number-
ing system is beautifully logical.

Colour on your television is

proportions of red, green and
blue, which are numbered 1, 2

and 4 respectively. If you want
to mix these primary colours,

add their numbers together

(yes, I do mean add. We're
dealing with lights adding
together, not with paints which
subtract light). Mis Red and
Blue; the sum of the numbers is

three, the number below
Magenta. The command
BORDER 3 gives a magenta
border. Red plus green plus

blue gives the answer seven,

which is white, and if you don't
have any light, the answer is

zero for black, as you would
expect. Let's do a short

100 FORc = 0to7
110 BORDER c

130 NEXTc

RUN this, and you may see wh>
line 120 is missing! It all

happens much loo fast to

follow, so we must slow it

down. One way of doing tU) *:

120 PAUSE 50

and the colours will cycle at

one-second intervals. I'm not
going to tell you where to find

keywords on Ihc keyboard any
more, as it lakes up space from
more interesting things. The
number after PAUSE is the

number of mains cycles [rial the

computer PAUSEs for. In Ihe

UK, each cycle is 1/SOth

change the colour of the

BORDER, Spectrum BASIC
will control the colour of the

background or PAPER and the

'oreground or INK. This isn't

quite so straightforward. Ifyou
EDIT line 110 to read

10 PAPER c

othing happens on the screen
ihen you RUN. PAPER and
NK colours will only change
then they are used for

15 PRINT "Hullo"

black INK on black PAPER! if

want to change PAPER
all the screen, try

instead. CLS is shorl for CLear
Screen, and you can see why.
Change two lines again:

IS PRINT "Hollo"

You will see the effect of
changing INK. You may itiink

ily have seven lines of
inipji. bul the eighth is white
NK on white PAPER. This is

what you'll be left with when
your program finishes, which
makes it hard to see the listing.

Put In another line (you'll be
able to read it while you key it

in, until you ENTER):

9998 PAPER 7:1NK 0:CLS

RUN, and this lime you will be
able lo sec (he listing when all is

done. This is a useful line to

have at the end of any program

long as they are separated by

1 just said "at the end of any
program", but you can actually

have one line after it. These two
lines are very useful al the end:

9998 PAPER 7: INK 0: CLS:
STOP

9999 INPUT "SAVE as Tile ";

fS: SAVE fS: PRINT
"Rewind and Replay"
: VERIFY fj

SAVE just these two lines under

save typing them out again.

Before you start writing a new
program, LOAD "toolkit"; if

you are editing an existing

program, Ihe lines will be
SAVEd with it. That last line

makes it easy for you to avoid

the classical programming
tragedy of losing a morning's
work when switching on the

Hoover corrupts the computer's
memory.
GO TO 9999 every 15

minutes or so. Use a short

filename which includes a

worth of work, and you can see

from the filenames which is

your latest version. If you're

lucky enough to have a Micro-
drive, the last line should be

Page 22 HOMIi COMPUTING WEEKLY 26 M



9999 INPUT "SAVE as file ";

fS: SAVE * "m";l;fS:
VERIFY • "m";l;fS

Notice that the first 'SAVE' has
it typed letter by letter, but

the second is a keyword. Don't
forget to disconnect the EAR
lead and set to RECORD when
SAVEing, and reconnect and

" o PLAY when VERIFYing

120 BEEP l,c

is well as slowing (he program
o the same extent as PAUSE
50, this produces a series of
rising notes. The unaided
Spectrum is not very loud, and
if you want a serious level of

d out of it, I recommend
dd-on such as the Currah
o-speech or plugging

suitable earphones into the MIC
or EAR socket. BEEP has to

have two numbers after it. The

the second gives pitch. Delete

lines 100 to 130 of the program,

or NEW then LOAD
"toolkit", and try the follow-

ing. Use EDIT a lot to save
retyping: just change line

numbers where possible after

line 1 10:

100 REM play a tune
1 10 BEEP .25,10

120 BEEP .25,10

130 BEEP .25,10

140 BEEP .25,7

150 BEEP .25.5

160 BEEP .25,7

170 BEEP .25,3

ISO BEEP .5,2

190 BEEP .25,10

9998 PAPER 7:

9999 INPUT

Don't think you can get away
with the rows of dots in the last

few lines! The result is quite

pleasant, at least to a musical

Luckily, this is a

suitable case for the READ and
DATA statements, which can

make a semi-repetitive process

much more elegant. GO TO
9999 if vou like, then gel rid of
lines 110 to 190, and enter;

110 FOR c=l T09
120 READ duration, pitch

130 BEEP duration, pilch

140 NEXT c

2OODATA.25,10,.25.iO,.25,l0,
.25,7,.25,5,.25,7,.25,3

210 DATA .5,2,-25,10

9998 and 9999 as before.

The commas are to separate
the numbers for the Spectrum,
and you can add spaces to make
it easier for you to read if you
like. If you haven'l lyped in

enough numbers, you'll get an
"Out or DATA, 120:1" error

message, so you can see the

snag of this approach. You
have to know in advance how
many pairs of numbers there

are going to be, and put this

number into line 110. Lei's try

something a little different.

Erase line 110 by Entering 100,

and Enter the following:-

125 IF duration -999 THEN
STOP

140 GO TO 120

990 DATA 999,999
The result is still the same, but
now you can extend the tu

putting in as many DATA
statements, before line 990, as
you like, and you won't have to

count the number pairs. Try it

for yourselves.

Line 125 is what is called a
conditional statement, it is a
very simple example of a very

useful property of computers,
the power to make logical

decisions. If the condition
"duration -999" is true, then

the computer obeys the STOP
Ifil ;. then

o find

HtlMI U!M!'I 11M.. WI.:t:M.Y :(> Marti



This book is subtitled 'a self

leaching guide' — il isn't quite

a programmed learning course,

bul it has questions to lest

yourself on at frequent intervals

with the answers given under-

preferred

*fwtl
the very least to be primed

upside down, to reduce The

temptation to cheat, but if you
have sufficient self control to

cover them up and work (he

problems out for yourself no
doubt the system would work

exorbitant price, and
;i few irritating Ante
such as 'math' inslcad of
'maths', a few inaccuracies —

television to channel 3 or 4 for

instance — and a few misprints.

BASIC programming is fairly

well covered, with chapters on
flowcharts, binary maths and
programming style as well as the

inevitable seasons on graphics

and sound. Each topic is

illustrated with lots of short

routines and programs. There is

a useful chapter on datafiles,

and there are all the usual

appendices, mainly duplicating

nforr give

manual. This book does not
cover assembly language or

If you work conscientiously

through all 400- pages, you
should learn enough to enable
you to write short programs for

yourself. It's a slow, gentle way
of learning, which will no doubt
suit many people who have been
frightened off by the hectic pace
of Commodore's own manuals.
Pity about the price, iliouith.

M.N.
Price: £16.75

Publisher: Wiley Press

Address: Baffins Ln, Chiches-
ter, West Susses P019 IUD

The Adventurer's
Companion

Mike and Peter
Gerrard

The Spectrum
Adventurer
Mike Gerrard

There's no doubting the
popularity of adventure games.
Although, with the exception of
the Hobbit, they don't seem to

make the charts regularly, they

following; witness the growing
number of magazine articles

:-..r.: ., Mii-lll.

Adventuring is clearly an
obsessive thing. Once caught, it

grows on you, a bit like

athlete's foot! But catching the

bug is lied up with getting off,

the ground, and that's quue
difficult if you're new to il

Similarly, once you're stuck In

Ihe middle of an adventure, it's

very frustrating to reach jr
apparent insoluble problem,
and have no-one to turn to save

the magazines. And odds on,
they won't be dealing with the

one you're stuck with!

These offerings from Mike
and Peter Gerrard are more
than welcome therefore. The
Spectrum Adventurer deals
with Snowball, Twin Kingdom
Valley, Urban Upstart, and
various implementations of 1 lie

Hobbit, Colossal Cave
Adventure — also known as
Classic Adventure or Adventure

Adventureland, and Pirate
Adventure, notably on :he

Commodore, Spectrum, and
BBC.
Mike and Peter are obviously

fans of the genre, and as a

result, although they claim to

to each game, the books are

written in a way which doesn't

spoil the fun! A lull map of

ii Mn- luirn

of
problems. Given this

it means that you can play the

game yourself. Inert when you
viet slack you can

"" r""

;\i! lieiiljii pioblcm
solution without spoiling the

remainder of the game. If, of
course, you wish to bash
through [he whole thing, then

all you need do is follow the

map. looking up each problem
as it arises, though this really

One of the best

Ihese volumes, apart from Ihe

excellence of the information,

the style in which they a;

written. The authors' love i

l his type of game comes
through "' "

wuha ll helpinj

thenvekes come in for a quick

dedication as Mike and Peter
write", without their imagina-

tion: time down the pub.'
Vou may argue that to

such volumes is cheating, I

saying that talking to a friend or
reading a magazine is cheating.
Mike and Peler not only reveal

the secrets bul aid your appreci-

ation and understanding of

Publisher: Duckworth

Address: The Old Piano Fac-
ioiy. 43 Gloucester Crescent.
London NWI

uw^^f
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Exploring
Adventures on the
Amstrad CPC464
Peter Garrard

Peter Gerrard, Ihe author,

starts out by defining ad veil-

delves into the background of
the original Crowthcr and
Woods' Colossal Cave, and
Soon Adams, the self crowned
king of the genre. Further
details follow about the settings

of various types of adventure,

then on to the business of
writing them yourself using

Locomotive BASIC.
This well-written section

appears to assume no prior

wlcdge, but explain;

concept is discussed, and the

idea of design using a map is

introduced, together with some
nifty info on constructing
mazes — no wonder I'm
hopeless at finding my way!

Following this are the listings

and maps for three adventures

together with a blow by blow
' they work.

Finally, the listings arc shown
complete if you want lo bash

res on the tape which is

c separately from the

publishers... and ihey ain't

easy, even if you can have a
sneaky look at the map! Pcler

e interesting i hi rigs in

say about graphics in

'ventures, and I tend lo agree

ih him. Text is best...

.
jvided lhat it's well written.

Perhaps (he most impressive

thing about the tape is the speed

of Locomotive BASIC; it really
1

csgo like a train! D.M.

Price: £6.95 (book) £7.95 (tape)

Publisher: Duckworth

ddress: The Old Piano Fae-

ry, 43 Gloucester Crescent,

London NWI

Machine Code
Extensions for

Spectrum BASIC
Rob Banks

This
of BBC BASIC and

more, in about 4K, with or
without Interface 1, and a

complete explanation as to how
it's done. This isn't a beginners'

guide, but if you buy the book
and have a bit of patience, you
can finish up with a real insight,

and a very extended BASIC.
For your money you get

PROC-DEFPROC-ENDPROC
REPEAT-UNT1L. WHILE-
WEND, 1F-THEN-ELSE, DEL
RENUM, FREE, REMK1LL,
together with a whole host of
scrolling, colouring, under-
lining, user graphics, caps
checking and sound commands;
about 40 new keywords in all.

There's also a clever way of
speeding up (he Spectrum's

commands.
Using an assembler, or (he

hex loader program provided,

you bash in the code, which can
(hen cither be saved to tape or
Microdrive. The net result is a
very structured BASIC of the

sort that rhe critics rave about,

of structured 'top down'

only snag 1 can foresee is (hat

(he code siis in (he area of RAM
which is generally used by
Centronics type printer
interfaces, and toolkit
programs. Vou must choose
which is the more important.

machine code routines from the

book are available on the

accompanying cassette from the

publisher, and the two together

Price: £6.95 (book) £3.95
(cassette)

r: Hewson Consultants

Impossible Routine
for the

Commodore 64

Most of the r. d the

previously published routines,

in some cases going back to (he

days of (he early BK Pet. For

example 1 remember getting

excited about the merge routine

on (he first Pets because there

was no software around. Nowa-
days with plenty of cheap
utilities available, it looks
decidedly dated.

The book starts by giving a

listing of the classical machine
code monitor. Supermen, as a
BASIC program with a brief

explanation of it's commands.
Chapier five is basically a
reference guide lo the kernal

routines and Ihere are over 50
pages of appendices giving

memory maps, ASCII codes,

etc as found in most reference

guides. The more interesting

sluff lies in the other chapters.

Chapter two discusses
program protection. Although
there is little new here [he odd
paragraph may answer your
unsolved problem. Chapter
three is a notch potch of well

known utility routines. Chapter
four is the one I went straight to

as it's about using an FX-80

Un fur: unately all it contained

interfaces, which port (o

hi-ics screen dumps, e(c.

This book is nol foi

adduced user bu( the n

magazines for the last

Price: £6.95

Publisher: Duckwor

tory, 43 Gloucester Crescent,

London NWI 7DY «-?w

The Anatomy of the
1541 Disc Drive

This is a comprehensive hoi

on the 1541 disc drive aimed
I he advanced user. A fi

months ago it was being sold

over £14. at the new price of

£8.95 it's very good value.

There are over 150 pages listing

the disc ROM. If you're after

(his sort of information (here is

no other easily obtainable

Despite the price of the book
there is no index. This would
normally condemn it in my
eyes, if a book has no index I

put it back on the shelf.

However, this book does
informatioi

tzing o i my
view is that it doesn't tell you o(

discus what sort of disc you
need to purchase. This m'_'

important because the latest

gossip is that double density

discs are inferior lo single

density on a single density

drive. Most shops sell double

density.

The book explains the d
commands and goes into mi
detail than most books. 1 woi

have preferred mo
importance attached to the 64
^edge program. This simplifies

thed: laiullim

e the

explaining the use of the

program supplied on the TEST/
DEMO disc. There were com

utility programs. 1 picked up
lol of useful information from
this book, my favourite being

how to protect a file on the disc

so it can't be scratched even

though there is no write protect

Price: £8.95

Publisher: First P
Address: Horses

Est. Pangboume,
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HELPFOR ADVENTURERS
Are yon vexed by VALHALLA, hopeless with THE
HOBBIT, flummoxed by PHILOSOPHER'S QUEST
or stomped by SNOWBALL? The following books
could save you many sleepless nights!

THE ADVENTUREICS COMPANION
by Mike and Peter Gerrard £3.3S

Covers THE HOBBIT, COLOSSAL CAVE ADVENTURE. A]
TURELAND and PIRATE ADVENTURE.

THE COMMODORE: 64 ADVENTURER
by Bob Chappell £3.95

' KfiRN, LORDS OF TIME, VOODOO C,Covers HEROES

THE SPECTHUM ADVENTURER
by Mike Gerrard £3.95

Covers VALHALLA. SNOWBALL. TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY and
URBAN UPSTART.

THE BBC MICRO ADVENTURER
by Bob Chappell £3.9S

Covers PHILOSOPHER'S QUEST, CASTLE OF RIDDLES, VOODOO
CASTLE and THE COUNT.

All books supplied post free. Many other books and adventures

a. London NW] 7DY

SUMMERFIELD
SOFTWARE

RETURN FROM PARIS
Fly, drive or hitch— Can 003.5 get the secrets home?
Use your skills to choose appropriate transport on
each stage of the journey,

BBC Disk only £11.96

TREASURE HUNT
Work your way around the map and find the two keys

to the treasure. Beware, main roads are dangerous.

Excellent use of Mode 7 graphics brings map reading

skills alive— 2 programs, one uses references, one

BBCCtUM Disk£14.00

TANK TRACKS
Program a tank to reach its base. Beware of minis and
the 'Edge of the World'. Ideal as an introduction to

problem solving. Programs consist of three

commands— F forward. L turn left and R turn

BBC £9.95 Disk £11.95

* ALL THREE ON DISK £26.00 +
EQUATIONS OF LINES: Demonstrates the graphs
produced by equations— typs in your own equalion

and see the graph appear.

ED 1 — includes: Think of a Word, Counting On. Pye
Charts. Simple Division.

Each £6.95 Disk £9.00.
All these programs are used in our school— All were
written with (he Educational user in mind.

DISCOUNT— 5*Scnool> tS'K.Spacial Schools.

Summerfield School, 141 Worcester Road,

Malvern. Worcs. WWR14 1ET.

AMSTRAD
THE TOMB

OF
KUSLAK
A graphic and text adventure
with the following features:

OVER 240 LOCATIONS • 5 SKILL LEVELS •

DIFFERENT EACH GAME • FULL COLOUR SCREEN
OISPLAY • FIGHT SCENES • AMAZING PUZZLE OF
KUSLAK • CAN YOU SURVIVE AND FIND KUSLAKS

Full colour Audio Pack £7.50
Trade Enquiries welcome

Mail Order by first class return post.

J|i> Cheques/PO to:

*%!> INTRIGUEW SOFTWARE

PRICE BUSTERS

PAP inc in price in the U.K.: Europe add 75p per tape: f 1 .0

for lape elsewhere. Send large S.A.E. for full list (state

niajliii.i'j all machines catered for. When ordering send

chcques/P.O. to:

BARGAIN SOFTWARE
10 MELODY COURT, WELXESLEY RD,
LONDON W4 3AW TEL: 01-995 2763
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You're racing
against another
motorcyclist:
you're trying to

trap him In the
trail you leave
behind. If

you meet
head-on you
always lose,

so take heed.
By
Kenny Marlarty

in the fiim Tron. I; run?

(he unexpanded Commodore
V1C-20 and requites no

The Urn program sets up ihe

DATA for ihe high resolution

graphics, while ihe second

program seis up all variables

:iiiKi-:iim .

DW-2820

and uses up 2,808 bytes.

The two players arc Ron, Ihe

blue grid bike, and the CP. Ihe

red grid bike. The idea is lo

travel round the grid trying lo

trap your opponent inside Ihe

trail you leave behind you,

map
8KB M80I res

while avoiding it's trail and Ihe

sides of the screen. If the red

and blue bike meet head lo I

ihe red bike (CP) always «

The winner is Ihe first to

10 rounds.

(.168. 163. 169. 4

57 FORJ=0TO7 REflDH-P0Ke?l6S+8*]*,'.N MEM: NEXT

'
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AMSTRAD CPC464 ADVENTURES
NEMESIS ARNOLD ADVENTURES ere likt a breal

fresh air" Tony Kendlt, PCW Dec

THE TRIAL of ARNOLD BLACKWOOD
ARNOLD goes loSOMEWHERE ELSE
THE WISE and FOOL of ARNOLD BLACKWOOD

NEW TITLES
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FfltfSpooks and spectres are out to

scare you to death in Daryl Coates's program. You're
locked In with phantoms of the nights game you musi get

ey from Ihe lop righi

corner and open ihe

sounds — ghosts will try to

scare you qui of your nils, and
if you're frightened three times
you're a goner. On each screen
- there are 15 in all — the

ghosts move faster. And don't
forget thai they can move
through walls, while you can't
Move on to each floor level

by standing underneath a rope
and moving up or down. Use
the arrow keys for movement.
The game includes an un-

usual feature, in line 410. It's

the address of the GPL register

or sprite information byte. If

this value is ANDed with 32
equals 32, then there is a
coincidence. This is much faster

and more reliable than CALL
COI NC
<ALL,CH)::IF CH THEN 4400

560-610 move right

HAUNTED HOUSE appear,
type in. while holding the CTRL
low, ABCDF.FG and AHC-1F.

10 REN HAUNTED HPUSE
Cc5 D.M. CDflTES
23^5/34

20 CALL CLERR :: CALL SCREENC2):
: 0RLL MRI5NIFYC3)
30 FDR R=l TD 14 :: CRLL COLORE
,16,1):: NEXT R
40 CRLL CHRRC40. "007F7F7F00F7F7F
7"):: CRLL CDLDR<2,7, 11)
50 CRLL CHRRC59, "0305050D0317171
71713290 1030202GECORQAQD010E8E8E
8B3C8848 r; 0404 07 fr

1

)

SO CRLL CHAR<129, "44447C447C4444
441023447C447C4444444444444C5464
3R4464544C64544C44")
70 CRLL CHRRCISS, "70282828282323
2 3 7 C 5 5 50505C 507 C704354644 C54 6 8:

70384C54644C546438 " )'

30 CRLL CHRR(137."384C4838142464
38";':: CALL CDLDRU3. 16.7. 14, 16,
7>:: CRLL CHRR(5y, "0000000000003
030")
90 CALL INSTRUCTIONS
100 CRLL CHflR(34,"38444438101C10
10"):: CRLL CHPRU12, "FFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFF"):: CRLL CDLDRU1. 13, 1)
110 DISPLAY RTa,l>:"YDljR SCORE*

Q":"HIGH SCURE-- 0"
:: DISPLAY ATU, 21): "LEVEL'- i" :

: DISPLAY RT<2,21): "SCARE'" 0"

120 CRLL HCHRRC3.ii 40.32):': CALL
VCHRRC1, 1,40,24):: CALL VCHHKi

.-32,40,24):: CRLL HCHRRC 24, 1,40,
32)
I?: :8Ll HeHP*<23, 1,40,32):: CRL
L VCHRRC21, 1,112*2):: CALL HCHAR
C6.31.34)
140 DISPLAY RTC23,8)SIZE<13):"Hfl
UNTEDCHDUSE"
150 CALL VCHRRC3, 13,40,5):: CALL
VCHRRC3,14,40,5):: CALL VCHRRC7

"
'

'
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160 CRLL VCHARUS, 15.40, 8):: CflL

L VCHAROS, 16,40,8)
170 CULL VCHHR<19,22,40,4):: CflL

L VCHRR(19,23,40,4)
180 CRLL CHBRC33, "18181818181818
18"):: CALL VCHAR!4,3,33,7): : OR
LL VCHRRC4, 11,33, 19):: CALL VCHR
R(4, 16,33,7!:: CRLL VCHRR<4,25,3

190CRLL VCHRRS8. 28,33.7)i: CRLL
VCHRF:a2. 19.33. 11):: CALL VCHfiR
(16,3,33,7):: CRLL VGHRR(16,27,3
3,7)
200 FDR fl=l TD 13 :: READ X.Y.Z •

: CALL HCHAR(X,Y,40,Z):: NEXT A
210 DATA 7,5,5,7,13,6,7,27,5,11,
2,3,11,13,14,11,30,2,15,2,8,15,1
3,5,15.21,11
220 DATA 19,5,5,19,13,5,19.21.5.

230 CHU. CHRRC96, "000101037F3F63
030707030101000000F023ECFCF8FOCO
CUCuEuEucnCLiEn-OOO")
240 CALL CHRF:a00,"0F14373FlF0F0
::n]:C3C7C7O3O3O7OE000OS0SOCOFEFCC
6COEOEOC08030000000"

)

250 CALL CHflR! 104.
,! 03i:i5G50B0817i

_
l

_
:

_
:::,r " j30C02UECCflCH0DU! JEEiE

3E3E3CS9430C0404070"

)

260 REM ******THE SAME******
270 SCDRE=-100 :: LIVES=0 :: DIS
PLRY RT<2,27):USING "##": LIVES
230 SKILL=0 :: GOTO 440
290 CRLL SFRITE<#2, 100, 16,23,9,0
,.6*(SKILL+2), #3,96,16,60, 233,0,
-,?*<SKILL+2))
300 CALL SPRITE(#1, 104, 13, 161,22
9)
310 CALL SPRITEC#4, 100, 16,92,9,0
,.5*{SKILL+2!,*5,96,16,125,233,0
,-.6»!SKILL+2!,#6, 100, 16, 157,9,0
,.8*<SKILL+2))
320 HISCDRE=Nfl!«SCORE,HISCORE)::
DISPLAY AT!1,12)SIZE(8):USING "

########'' : SCORE :: DISPLAY AT 02,

12)SIZE(8): USING "####«###" :HISC
ORE
330 CRLL PEEK (-31877, A)
340 CALL PDSITI0N<#1.X,Y):: Xl = <

X+15V8 :: Yi=<Y+llV8
350 CALL 6CHAR<X1,Y1,CH)
360 CALL KEYU,K,S):: IF S=0 THE
N 410
370 IF K=2 THEN 500
330 IF K=3 THEN 560

390 IF K=0 AND CH«3 THEN 660
400 IF K=5 AND CH=33 THEN 620
410 CALL PEEK(-31S77,A):: IF (R
AND 32)=32 THEN 700
420 GOTO 340
430 REN SUBROUTINES FDR

MOVEMENT, LOSS DF
LIFE AND NEXT SCREEN
440 SCDRF=SC0PE+100 :: SI.IL!.=SKI

LL+1 :: DISPLAY RT( 1, 27) : USING "

##":3KILL :: IF SKILL=16 THEN 45
ELSE 290

450 FOR fl=0 TD 30 STEP 2 : : CALL
S0UND(-99,262,A,330.fl,392,A)::

CALL S0UNTK-99,262,fi,392,fl,523,A
)

460 CALL SDUND(-99.523,R,659,fl,7
84, fl):: NEXT R
470 DISPLAY AT(23,1):" WELL DO
NE YDU HAVE JUST COMPLETED AL
L 15 SCREENS " : : FDR A=l TO 800

: : NEXT A
480 DISPLAY RT<23, 1>:" BUT YOU H
AVE BEEN SENTENCED TD DO THEH
ALL RSHIN " :: FOR A=l TO 30

NEXT A :: CALL HCHRRC23, 1,4

490 DISPLAY AU23,8)SI2E<13): "Hfl

UNTEIKHDUSE" : : GOTO 280
500 CALL 6CHAR(X1,Y1-1,CH):: IF
CH=40 THEN 410
510 SC0RE=SCDRE+10
520 IF CH=112 RND FLRG THEN 530
ELSE IF CH=112 THEN 410 ELSE 540
530 FOR R=440 TO SSO STEP 10 :

:

CRLL SOUND(-99.R.O):: NEXT fi ::

GOTO 440
540 CALL MDTIDNCttl. 0.-50)
550 COLL HOTIDNCttl.O.O):: CRLL L
0CHTE<#1,X,Y-S): : 60 [0 410
560 CALL GCHAR0-U,Y1 + 1,CH):: IF
CH=40 THEN 410
570 SC0REW5CDRE+10
580 IF CH=34 THEN FLAG=-1 ELSE 6
00
590 FDR A=0 TD 30 STEP 10 :: CflL
L SDUNIK-99,880,fl>:: NEXT R
600 CHI.

1 H0TIUN>::#l,u,50:>
610 CALL NDTIDN(#1,0,0): : CRLL L
0CRTE;S1,X,Y+S):: GOTO 410
620 CALL GCHARCX1-3,Y1,CH): : IF
CH=40 THEN 410
630 SCDRE-SCORE+10
640 CALL MDTIDN<#1, -100,0)
650 CALL M0TIDNf#1.0-O):: CALL L
CATE<#1,X-32,Y):: GOTD 410
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GOO CALL OCl!riRO<lTl,Yl,'CH>s: IT
CH>39 THEN 410
670 SC0RE=SCDRE+10
680 CALL M0TIDM(#1, 100.0)
690 CULL MDTinH(#l,0,0):i CALL L
0CATE<#l,X+32, V)!l .SOTO 410
700 CRLL CDLaR<#l,16>:: LIVES=LI
VES+1 :: FLAG=0 :: CALL 8DUND<40
0,2000,0):: FOR R=l TD 100 :: HE

710 DISPLAY AT(2,27):USIHG "»#":

LIVES !: IF LIVES=3 THEN 720 ELS
E 290
720 HISCDRE=Hfl;;(SCDRE,HISCORE):

:

DISPLAY ATC1, 12)SIZE<8):USING "

»#######": SCORE :: DISPLAY HT(2,
12>SIZE(S):0SIHG "#»*#»###" :HISC
ORE
730 FOR A=0 TO 30 :: CALL SOUMDt
-99, 131, A):: CALL SOUNK-99,110
A):: HEXT A :: DISPLAY RT<23,8)S
IZE(13j:"((GAMEiDVER{("
740 DISPLAY HT(24, 9)SIZE<11): "PR
pC;C; ; Hf" jiFY 11

750
' CftLL K£'*KQ,K,5>'.-. I? 5=0 THE

H 750 ELSE CRLL H'CHAR^S, 1,40,64
):: SDTQ 270
760 SUE INSTRUCTIONS
770 CRLL SCREENC5)
7S0 CRLL CLEAR :: DISPLAY RT<2,7
^"HRUNTEIKHuUSE" :: DISPLAY RT(
3,7):"(.<A««(.«.<1<.<." :: DISPLAY
RTC5,1>:"Meet Fred ;="

790 DISPLAY ATC6, 1): "the frog
<>" :: DISPLAY flT<3, 1): "Fred d

EC IDEE TO STAY IM A 5URINT LIT
TLE MANSION OVER NIGHT:

"

S00 DISPLAY RT<li»i>! nBUT this w
AS ND ORDINARY HOME BUT THE H
RUNTED HOUSE EGflSP!!3:Nau Fred
IS RELYINSON YDU TO FREE HIM!"
S10 DISPLftY RTU5,1>:"Eut don't
LET HIM TOUCH AMY GHOSTS OR ELSE
YDU WILL SCORE FRED AND 3 S

CARES MEANS FRED UILL SQ MRU

320 CRLL HCHRRC 1,1,40,32):: CALL
VCHRRC1, 1,40,21):: CALL VCHARQ
,32,40,21):: CALL HCHRRC21, 1,40,
32)
330 INPUT "press enter" : R$
840 DISPLRY RT<2,1)ERRSE ALL: "Th
ERE ARE 15 SCREENS EACH TIME T
HE CHOSTS GETTING FASTER:"
350 DISPLAY RT<5,l):"To get from
QNE SCREEN TO ANOTHER YDU MUS

T GET A KEY [ TOP RIGHT HAND COR
NER]"
860 DISPLAY AT 03, 1): "awe dpen th
e sreen eoor [bottom left cd
rner]:This isall cone by tduchin
G THE KEYAND HDDR1 u

870 DISPLAY RTC12, I): "You move F
RED BY THE ARROW KEYS [E S D X]

GOOD LUCK

880 CRLL HCHRRU, 1,40,32):: CALL
VCHARa,l,40,17):: CALL VCHARU
,32,40,17):: CALL HCHRRU?, 1,40,

890 INPUT "fres
900 CALL CLERR
910 SUEENH

enter" :R$
: CRLL SCREEN<2)
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In

Shingo Sugiura's
game for the
BBC you play the
part of Farmer Jo,
who Is having
problems with his

cows

A;
Farmer Jo, you arc fed

jp with Ihe way your
cows arc misbehaving

so you decide lo late action.

Unfortunately, there are two
animal-loving monsters called

Bo and Flo who wish to stop

you. Bo is a chaser and very
' iidliseiH. white Flo

'

avoid both of tli

. You

SAVE it under "FARMER",
Then type listing 2 and SAVE it

under "MAIN". On cassettes
SAVE listing 2 immediately
after listing ]. Chain in listing I.

listing 2 will be CHAINcd in —
for disc based systems you must
press the space bar. When the

second program has LOADed,

N.B. This program is fully

compatible with the disc
system. The second program is

LOADed by the first and auto-

matically downLOADed to
&EO0 and run. so you are in

tape mode. If you wish to edit

the second program after

encountering a bug, it's

probably best lo do a hard
BREAK and LOAD the second
program from disc.

Some toolkit ROMs (such as

Addcomm by Vine Micros! take
up workspace below page and
interfere with the movedown
routine, so switch off the ROM
before you LOAD the program.
Tliis precaution does not apply
to ROMs such as Toolkit by
Beebugsofl which takes up
workspace in some hideously
low address where it does no
harm to user's programs.

How It works

80 calls proccdur

100 mini

Itfl BND M
il.OAD.su. Kl'N'
SD

LOADi

1341 print i

190 defl]

LOAD
i

ram 2,'
key 1760 called at beginnin;

&
VVI I Kll ;r, Mar^li IW?
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Programs are always supplied on
cassetie and are accompanied by full

details of the program variables, how
the program works and any hints on
conversion you can offer. Please type

these details double spaced. Listings

are helpful but not essential. What is

vital is that the programs should be

completely error free, so please

double check. .

Always use a coupon firmly fixed to

the back of your envelope, and fully

complete and enclose the cassette

inlay card.

We are particularly interested in

programs wiih less than 100 actual

lines of BASIC. All submissions are

acknowledged.

Send your
programs to

HCW!

LfetH.rau.b.hyttrd for yourprogrra

:

1

1

I

c..«, ,», „»„ ,„„ «. i, n,„i, „» ,»,M ., »,,. ,...10,.

'""""
""" J
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GOOD H0US8(ETNG
Soft'.-

Margaret Webb looks at educational programs for young
and old In our regular feature

looking at both ends of the

spectrum — programs for the

pre-school child and packages
for adull learners. Pre-school
cilucaiiiiri begins when we first

speak [o our children and

Ihe in fan l class. How well

equipped he is for lhat firsi day
al school depends upon the

stimulus he has received al

home in his first five years.

Cood Housekeeping maga-
zine, through it's software
house Ebury Software, has

eighl year age range — sec

educational software article

HCW Dec lt-17 1984 — which
encourage; the mother and
child to work together. Two
new lilies have now been added
to the range. These deal with

logical thought pallerns and
earlv reading respectively.

The first, Mr T Meets His
Match, is a variation on Ihe

card game Pelmanism. In Ihis

version you and your child play

against Mr T. The game has
four levels of play; ihe first two
have nursery pictures, the third

and third and fourlh have

mosaic patterns. Differing
sizes, colours, etc give added
difficulty and can lead to some
interesting conversations with

the child.

On the reverse of the cassette

is another game, Switchcroo.

of cards. At it's simplest level

there are three; two pictures and
a Wank. The object of the game
is to fill the empty square with

something thai fits the iheme,
but is different in some way
from the other two pictures. If

rabbit and a red kangaroo, the

third picture can be either a blue
kangaroo or a red rabbit,

A l higher levels extra empty
hoses are added, but always
with the same rule — there
should be one difference

All in all [his is a good package
which will help your child in

many ways as well as keeping
him entertained.

The other new game in this

series is Mr T's Jungle Stories.

This consists of two reading

i OMI'UIM-. l\l Kl ! :i. M;,:J: l«.X<



games for the four to eight year

olds. The first, River Raft, is

i beautifully animated story

vhich deals with animals trying

o hitch a lilt an a raft floating

through the jungle. The child

helps by choosing the verb to

e. This

a like

: the a

n lead to a lot

out what the words n

'the elephant slithered'

snake galloped'
"~

other game on the

e deals further with the

it of story building. In

! Challenge, using a
.ile choice system, the

child can build up a story using

i choice of animals, the size of
those animals, their location

and the sounds they make. As
with the first game the results

can be hilarious and can give

hours of fun. There is also a
facility to replay the story, thus
giving scope to improve reading

skills and memory.
These Mr T packages are

available for both C64 and 48K
Spectrum, and at £9.95 are

good value.

Collins, another of the major

mi ihc market for quite a while.

This has been aimed at the pre-

..Imil and primary age group.
S.>» C ollins has brought out a

aimed at helping the home
computer owner get the best

n 'in himself and his machine.
Entrepreneur. Decision Maker,

Project Planner and Forecaster

are probably of most interest to
anyone thinking about starting

Watcher and Numbers at Work
will have a wider appeal.

All the packages have a
similar basis. They consist of

thought out textbook which can
be used on it's own before using

the programs or in conjunction
with the appropriate part of the

,:: ,::.

Star Watcher is a package
aimed at anyone interested in

novice or expert. The teaching

program can be used at a speed
suited to the user. The beginner
could use it as a teaching facility

the more advanced user may

test his proficiency. The second

program. Through it's medium
the night sky can be shown
from any point on the earth so
that you can use knowledge

program.
Numbers at Work follows the

same format as the other
packages in the range. The
teaching program in conjunc-
tion with the manual will gently

lead the user through working
with fractions, decimals,
percentages, growth rates and
ratio. Each section is worked
through on the screen and. as

well as worked examples, there
arc problems to use as tests. The

designed lo help the

out specific problems whet tier

they are lo do with PAYE,
VAT, brokerage, interest or
depreciation. In all this is a very

useful package either as a mind
jogger or to help you over sticky

problems.
The Brainpower series is

available for a number of home

II machines. Star

Watcher is only for th

Spectrum (£14.95). Numbers a

Work is for either the C64 -

lapc £19.95, disc £24.95 — o
the Spectrum -£14.95.

Mr T Software, Notional Maga-
zine Use, 72 Broedwick Street,

I.onrUni WIV2BP

ITS FOR THE
48K SPECTRUM

ai labl e from April the 2r d
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Texas Instruments

APPOINTED
DEALER
PARCO
Electrics

CASSETTE SPECIALS!

SALL OF SLOW-MOVING TITLES

The titles are as follows

Pemalhalon (Extended BASIC)

Snout of Spout (Extended BASIC)

iimons's Saucer (TI BASIC)

All the above titles

£3.75 each including

post and packing.



Peter Sweasey looks at Wrath of
Magra, Pitfall II and Drive In. He's
also got some tips tor Splderman

ID

2

looking al lhe long awaked
(according lo the packaging
Wrath Or Magra. Pitfall II

from Activision and Drive In

from Fanlasy, plus help with

Reviews
First up, arier last week's
exciting backpacking visit to the

caves of exile with super-hero
Ziggy, another game from
Fantasy. This lime starring

Dczzy. Dezzy is, unusually for

computer games, female.
Zooming through the universe

to help her friend Zigg\ defeat

[he infinitely evil Scartha.x. she
hits an asteroid storm. Her ship
needs repairs, and what docs
shw see ahead — The Drive In.

by the Dark Lord (the universe

is full of nasty people!). Now
she must Find the parts of her
spaceship which have been
scattered over 189 rooms. There
iire 29 types of aliens out to stop
her. She certainly needs Ihe

various objects lying aboul, but
can only carry four at once. In

machines like banks, swap
shops and time machines; in

others, just huge, mysterious
effigies of frogs, fish and Ihe

like. The rooms arc interlinked

in true maze- like style, and
some doors need keys.

s similar in

rating of •••*. Worth buying if

you liked The Pyramid or other

Fantasy games, oiherwise see it

first. It costs a mere £5.Su, for
ilk- S;V.IIILII1 48K.
Camel! was one of the First

adventure companies to appear,
with Volcanic Dungeon for the

ZX8). Carnell made It's

Black Crystal, which sold well.

The third in the series. The
Wrath of Magra. was announ-
ced before Christmas 1983. The
program was delayed, Carnell
went bust, and Mastertronic's

expensive division Mastervision

took over the rights. It has

reading The Book of Shadows.
After a lengthy. Tokeinesque
story, there are some descrip-

spells. Tht

gruesome, but the spells are

positively lethal. To kill an
enemy with the Gorgon's stare,

I must be carrying one part

mummy dust with one part

viper's tongue amongst other

stuff, though
available from yo
supermarket.
Your task is to de

evil witch, Magra. T
another game full

eih™

obably

s. There
programs, i

finally defeat Magra herself. :

You start, standing by
symbolic cross, in an unamed
village centre at a time close lo

midnight. Nearby is a stone

circle, to ihe norlh is a forge,

whilst to ihe soulh is a wizard's

There is a graphic representa-

tion of every location, in part

one certainly. However, many
are repeated (the forge, store

and apothecary all look the

same, as do sandy plains and
grassy plains. Strange place!)

and although some arc are

excellent, a few are terrible and
most are average. Almost all

Vocabulary is restricted, and
there are few responses: "You
can't" appears all too often.

Some of the response limes .in

deathly slow. You could be
forgiven for thinking the
computer had crashed when
you type in ENTER SARCO-
PHAGUS, for example. The

BASIC as a core, iiiul although
is is not always bad, the

abbreviations, so ihe inlerprelcr

I. It is so complex, niili

> spell 1, relying on time of
r even Ihe phase of ihe

moon. The game could be fun,

almosl with the same attraction

as Dungeons and Dragons. But
BASIC is the wrong language.

Thus, unfortunately, a

gof •

sis £12.95. for Hie 4MK

Finally, Pilfall II: Lost
Caverns, by Ghostbusting,
charllopping Activision. As
Pilfall Harry, you must enter

the legendary lost caverns in

Peru, rescue your niece, her

dog. and collect a diamond.
There are some gold bars lying

about, and a rat to bring back
for the museum. The caverns

Underground rivers,

is and waterfalls,
with eels, frogs, bats

HOMI COMI'I vim., u



and scorpions.

This is, basically, a platform
game, but potentially a very

playable and original one.
However,once again, I reviewed
a poorly impiemen led version.

The game is probably great on
the CBM or MSX, but I

reviewed the Spectrum version.

1 suggest Activision changes it's

conversion company at once.
The basic fault is the graphics;

they are flickery, pathetically

animated and unattractive.
Another gripe is the death
routine: when you touch a
hazzard, you don't die. you
walk back to the last ancient
healing cross you touched. This
often involves watching Pitfall

Harry passing over nearly every
screen, and taking some time to

do it. This only adds to the

fruslralion, as does the tuneless

background 'music', and the
incoherent instructions.

If you own a CBM 64 or
MSX, this might be worth a

loot. However, Spectrum
owners be warned, my Ventures
rating is * — absolute rubbish.
Lost Caverns is vastly over-

priced at £7.95 for the above
mentioned computers.

Helpline
Firstly, for all you arachnid
superheroes. here are some
Spiderman hints. There is a gem
in the aquarium, but you need

to lake a temperature in the

penthouse - push up to dim'
the lift shaft. Mysterio L
waiting OITSIDE the second
floor. If Sandman is being a
pain in the foot, just do as the

spiders do - - jump up onto (he

roof, and hunt through the

crib. Now, those hints are far

loo generous!

If you need a push in the right

direction with Drive In, read
on. The bank has purple sides
with symbols on them, and a

light slit

Depuiiting goods in these »
increase your perceptage. b__
some objects may be needed

everything in them. Dropping
the alarm clock shared objects
inio the machine with the
flashing bottom, if you will

recharges your energy, but
reduces your score and percent-
age. The rugby ball shaped
objects, when dropped in

'letween the two gree;
rcatures, will also recharge.

Finally, the second part of
iur great Technician Ted map is

below. It deals with ihe
majority of the left hand side of
the factory.

Macbeth, The Prince, Son of
Blagger, hints on Dangermouse
In Black Forest Gateau and
more. Happy venturing!
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play Hunchback

,vn joysticks. Typing ir

.IfillCAl I. M ; Y(),K.S)

)'X) II' K- 101 THl'N 1140

100 N ; K- 120 TMIN 153(1

111) IF K= I00THIN IWI
120 IF K-115 THIN 1720

ouble getting through the

i,vi- on Hunchback H<
pc in ihe following lin

.[ Ihe fires. Mil'

9*^
lake it better

reference to [he ZX8I
;im. I nil Screen F.diior.

::W'J7.iiiiij 1 point om in

hiit ir'. slightlv blurred

v copy, bul line 230 has

cursor. Dfilc -> I. ,33

also suggest an
lent lo enable ihe

tsor to go auloroaiicully to

e start of the ncM line n hen

readies [lit- end ul ihe line

5IFC = D32THENLETL<

I W Oliver, |

I *

Mine's best

am an 11-year-old owni
T I -99/4A which 1 have

At my school nearly al

^ales own a computer. Five

;64, one an Amslrad, <

C16, three have BBCs,
i:iccm.i

My b

,TIsai i vic-a

: the Spectrum ha

most games it is the best

computer. But who <

when the Tl has games like

Buck Rogers. Indoor Soccer
and many more? Maybe the

Spectrum and C64 are
'

sellers, hui three Tl o\

eonsiderin^ lik' popularity of
the 64.

Vhile I'm writing I'd like

thank HCW staff for

producing a magazine that

covers all these machines a'

low cosl compared to man'
Others.

LETTERS PAGE
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Lineage:

35p per word Q 5
.Semi display; £7.10 per single column centimetre

Ring for information on series bookings discounts.

01-437 0699
EXT 322.
Send vour requirements to:

David Home
ASP LTD.
1 Golden Square,
London W1R 3AB

ORIC, ATMOS.
COMMODORE 6fl, LYNX
SOFTWARE LIBRARY

J bonk*. Kevin, J31

.
:—rHH

_
CBM 64 VIC-20"

il.lv -.1.-.V, ::.:-k iju,T;i:i:rr
'1 cor !(j: ;W ."(I

cznzzmm
i EMEESEM

WD Software

TI-99/4A
Software

CSE

Nationwide
Shops and
ealers

Official Acorn computer
dealer and BBC service and

Information centre

'™< :
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Repairs 'n'

Spares
Register

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT—
ORDER FORM

HCW needs you
Have you ever looked al ihe articles and programs in

HCW and thought yoti could luiu- written that?

Why not try? Wc welcome submissions from render-

and are always interested in your ideas and
suggestions.

Submissions ictid to fall into one of three

categories...

Programs are always supplied on cassette and are

accompanied by full details of the program variables.

Please type these detail- double-spaced. Listings are

helpful, but not essential. What is vital is that the

programs should be completely error free, so please

double check.
Articles on certain aspects of using home computers

should be no longer than 1000 words. Try to keep to

the style you see in HCW and include priHirammmi;
examples where they will help the reader understand
the subject. We will convert your sketched illustrations

into final artwork.
We also use shorl tips, articles and brief

programming routines. Any discoveries you have
made about your machine might be of interest lo other

All contributions are acknowledged and those
accepted lot publication are paid for at competitive
rates. Ihe copyright m -uch W'ork will pass to Argus
Specialm Pui'Kations I id. Keep a copy of your work
and include a telephone number and an SAE. Please
label everything clearly with your name and the

machine concerned.

Ali contributions should be sent lo:

Home Computing Weekly
No.l Golden Square London WIR 3AB

CLASSIFIED -RING
01-437 0699

If an advertisement
iswrong we're here

to put it right.

Hyouseeai

on posters or in the cinema which you find

unacceptable, write to us at the address below

TTieAdvertisingStandards Authority. |

IT'S Deipnosophistous

Faster deltverv for postal orders, chequcs/PO etc.

payable to; FREECKEST LTD.
Post io: IT'S. 33 loscoic Road, London NW4 3SE.

Enquiries: 01-430-22*4 from II am till 7pm.
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Meet the Gong!
VKI5* Torn Dicfe

1ST EVER MULTI-ROLE ARCADE ADVENTURE
Includes Hit Single on reverse "Everyone's A Wally" performed by Mike Berry

Spectrum 48K £9.95

Commodore 64 £9.95

Available shortly on Amstrad CPC 464 44 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks. 0344 427317



MIX AIHSIIJAD IPICIMIIH ELEClliON BBC

FRANKENSTEIN 2000

m

\\\2k>(%

E3w
Tel: (091) 2846966

SOFTWARE
65 HIGH STREET, GOSFORTH,
TVNE&WEAR, NE34AA.
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